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Statistics 202: Statistical Aspects of Data Mining

Professor David Mease

Tuesday, Thursday 9:00-10:15 AM Terman 156

Lecture 1 = Course web page and chapter 1

Agenda:
1) Go over information on course web page
2) Lecture over chapter 1
3) Discuss necessary software
4) Take pictures

http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://www.brantacan.co.uk/images/Dom4.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.brantacan.co.uk/geese.htm&h=242&w=458&sz=27&tbnid=zOZ2HeRugsYJ:&tbnh=66&tbnw=125&hl=en&ei=CU4NQ_PLB6ryFYzu8IgI&sig2=ffLVWmuOsBpuyeOwJX-V0A&start=1&prev=/images%3Fq%3Dgeese%26svnum%3D10%26hl%3Den%26lr%3D%26c2coff%3D1%26safe%3Doff
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Statistics 202: Statistical Aspects of Data Mining

Professor David Mease

Course web page:

www.stats202.com

This page is linked from the SCPD web page

It is also linked from my personal page 

www.davemease.com

which is easily found by querying “David Mease” or 
simply “Mease” on any search engine 
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Introduction to Data Mining

by
Tan, Steinbach, Kumar

Chapter 1: Introduction
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What is Data Mining?

Data mining is the process of automatically 
discovering useful information in large data 
repositories.  (page 2)

There are many other definitions
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In class exercise #1:
Find a different definition of data mining online.  
How does it compare to the one in the text on the 
previous slide?
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Data Mining Examples and Non-Examples

Data Mining:
-Certain names are more 
prevalent in certain US 
locations (O’Brien, 
O’Rurke, O’Reilly… in 
Boston area)

-Group together similar 
documents returned by 
search engine according 
to their context (e.g. 
Amazon rainforest, 
Amazon.com, etc.)

NOT Data Mining:

-Look up phone 
number in phone 
directory

-Query a Web search 
engine for 
information about 
“Amazon”
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Why Mine Data? Scientific Viewpoint

Data collected and stored at 
enormous speeds (GB/hour)

–remote sensors on a satellite

–telescopes scanning the skies

–microarrays generating gene 
expression data

–scientific simulations 
generating terabytes of data

Traditional techniques infeasible for raw data

Data mining may help scientists 

–in classifying and segmenting data

–in hypothesis formation
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Why Mine Data? Commercial Viewpoint

Lots of data is being collected 
and warehoused 

–Web data, e-commerce

–Purchases at department/
grocery stores

–Bank/credit card 
transactions

Computers have become cheaper and more powerful

Competitive pressure is strong 

–Provide better, customized services for an edge
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In class exercise #2:
Give an example of something you did yesterday or 
today which resulted in data which could potentially 
be mined to discover useful information. 
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Origins of Data Mining (page 6)
Draws ideas from machine learning, AI, pattern 

recognition and statistics
Traditional techniques

may be unsuitable due to 
–Enormity of data
–High dimensionality 
of data
–Heterogeneous, 
distributed nature 
of data

Statistics

Data Mining

AI/Machine 
Learning/
Pattern 

Recognition
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2 Types of Data Mining Tasks (page 7)

Prediction Methods:
Use some variables to predict unknown or 

future values of other variables.

Description Methods:
Find human-interpretable patterns that 

describe the data.
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Examples of Data Mining Tasks

Classification [Predictive] (Chapters 4,5)
Regression [Predictive] (covered in stats classes)

Visualization [Descriptive] (in Chapter 3) 
Association Analysis [Descriptive] (Chapter 6)
Clustering [Descriptive] (Chapter 8)
Anomaly Detection [Descriptive] (Chapter 10)
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Software We Will Use:

You should make sure you have access to the 
following two software packages for this course

Microsoft Excel

R
–Can be downloaded from 

http://cran.r-project.org/ for Windows, Mac or 
Linux 
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Downloading R for Windows:
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Downloading R for Windows:
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Downloading R for Windows:
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Pictures:

This is just to help me remember your names.

No one will see these but me.

If you don’t want your picture taken please let me 
know when I come to your seat.

Remote students may email me pictures if you like, 
but there is no need if I will never see you.


